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Introduction

The classical Palmottu natural analogue site was used to apply three new fracture modeling 
tools in statistical analysis, visualizing and modeling fracture properties in 3D. Palmottu 
site has been studied during an uranium exploration phase in the early 1980’s and later dur-
ing the Palmottu Natural Analogue Project 1994-1998. 

Figure 1. Palmottu site and digital elevation data (© National Land Survey of Finland). The visualization 
was done using ISATIS 3D viewer. On the right,  geological map of the Palmottu area. The map has been 
compiled on the basis of geophysical maps and geological outcrop data by Kuivamäki et al. (1990). 

The U-Th mineralisation was discovered by airborne radiometric surveys conducted by GTK 
(Geological Survey of Finland) in the end of 1970’s. Palmottu mineralisation at Nummi-Pusula 
was later used to study site-specific natural geochemical concentrations and fluxes for use as in-
dicators of nuclear waste repository safety (Ahonen et al. 2004). Palmottu analogue studies were 
done 1987-2003. Palmottu bedrock consists of mica gneiss cut by several narrow pegmatite veins 
(Figure 1). 

Palmottu is one of the test sites for the ROSA-project (Finnish Research Programme on Nuclear 
Waste Management (KYT) 2015-2018) that aims to build tools for fracture pattern modelling 
with a special emphasis on fracture length distributions.  

Data for fracture
pattern modelling

Sources and 
comments

Applied methods

Fracture orientations TV-logging of drill holes, all
open fractures along R385 
(Villar et al. 1997) and along
R302, R318, R332, R335 and 
R384 (Paulamäki et al. 1997)

Matlab script for visualizations
and clustering (Markovaara
and Laine 2014), Paradigm
Gocad and ISATIS 
(Geovariances) for statistical
analysis and stochastic
fracture simulations

Fracture density Fracture density data along 
16 nearby drill holes and 
faults (Kuivamäki et al. 1990) 

Fracture density were 
visualized in a 3D grid using 
sequential Gaussian 
simulation (ISATIS) and 
interpolated using kriging
(Pardigm Gocad).   

Training images based on 
fracture analyses

Multipoint simulation (MPS), 
Strebelle (2002) 

Radiometric measurements Geological Survey of Finland 
and processed by Laine 
(1998)

Geostatistical analysis and 
visualisation using ISATIS 
software

Data and methods

Fractures and fracture sets in 3D

Figure 2. Fractures and fracture set using MATLAB codes by Markovaara-Koivisto and Laine 2012.
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Figure 3. Kriged fracture density and a visualization of one result of the stochastic fracture simulation 
(Paradigm Gocad Research Plugin). 
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